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Abstract
Given a set S of n points in the plane, an -strongly convex -hull of S is de0ned as a
convex polygon P with the vertices taken from S such that no point of S lies farther than 
outside P and such that even if the vertices of P are perturbed by as much as , P remains
convex. This paper presents the 0rst parallel robust method for this generalized convex hull
problem (note that the convex hull of S is the 0-strongly convex 0-hull of S). We show that
an -strongly convex O(+ )-hull of S can be constructed in O(log3n) time using n processors
with imprecise computations, where  is the error unit of primitive operations. This result also
implies an improved sequential algorithm. Our algorithm consists of two parts: (1) computing
a convex O( + ) -hull of n points, in O(log3n) time using n processors, and (2) constructing
an -strongly convex O(+ )-hull of a convex polygon with n vertices, in O(log2n) time with
n processors. We also 0nd an approximate bridge of two sets with n points each, in O(log2n)
time using n processors, which we use as a subroutine. All these algorithms are fundamental
and have their own applications. The parallel computational model in this paper is the EREW
PRAM. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Computational geometry; Robust algorithms; Convex hull; PRAM computational
model
1. Introduction
Although many geometric algorithms have been developed so far, they cause sur-
prising problems in practice. The major reason is that the basic geometric tests are
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unreliable or inconclusive when being implemented by imprecise computations such as
ordinary Eoating point arithmetic. This uncertainty makes the solutions inaccurate or
even not satisfy the proposed geometric properties. Therefore, robust geometric algo-
rithms whose correctness is not spoiled by numerical errors have attracted increasing
attention recently [2, 3, 5–13].
Finding the convex hull of points in the plane is one of the most fundamental prob-
lems in computational geometry. Much work has focused on its robust algorithms. Let
S be a set of points in the plane and P be a simple polygon. The following concepts
come from the previous work: (1) P is a -hull of S (¿ 0) if all vertices of P are
taken from S and no point of S lies farther than  outside P, (2) P is -weakly convex
(¿ 0) if there exists some way of perturbing each vertex of P no farther than  so that
P becomes convex, and (iii) P is -strongly convex if P is convex and remains convex
even after each vertex of P is perturbed by as far as . It is easily seen that any convex
polygon is 0-weakly convex and 0-strongly convex. Fortune [3] describes an O(n log n)
time algorithm for computing a 6-weakly convex 6-hull of n points, where  is the
rounded unit. One drawback of this algorithm is that the resultant hull may not be con-
vex and therefore does not enjoy many of the nice properties associated with convexity.
In fact, considering the situation that the output of one robust algorithm may become
the input of another robust one, we may desire that the solution is strongly convex, so
that many of the desirable properties are preserved in some fashion even when they are
tested with imprecise computations. To satisfy such a demand, we have to delete some
vertices of the convex hull to make it strongly convex. Therefore, the resultant hull is an
-strongly convex -hull of S, where  consists of two parts: -part which depends on
the value of  and error-part which depends on the imprecise computational model. Ob-
viously,  should be found as small as possible. Li and Milenkovic [9] proved that  can
be as small as O()+c, where constant c is the error-part. More precisely, they present
a rounded arithmetic algorithm for computing an -strongly convex (12+288
√
2)-hull
of S in O(n log n) time. They de0ne two primitive operations: calculating the distance
from a point to a line and calculating the angle between two lines. In their algorithm,
if the angles in angle calculating operation are always very small, the error part can
be reduced to 54. Guibas et al. [7] give an abstract imprecise computational model
which they call as -geometry. They show an O(n3 log n) time algorithm for 0nding
an -strongly convex (6 + 7
)-hull of S, where 
 is the error unit of the primitive
operations on their model. In their result, the value of 
 depends on the implementation
of their primitives; the -part is small but the algorithm runs very slowly. Actually,
both of Guibas et al.’s algorithm and Li and Milenkovic’s algorithm have errors. They
omit abnormal cases, in which the results may not be as good as they claimed. 1
1 Let P be a convex polygon, v be any vertex of P, and u and w be the neighbor of v (i.e., vertices u,
v and w lie contiguously in P). In their algorithms, to make P -strongly convex they delete v if that the
distance from v to the line which passes u and w is smaller than 2. They claim that the deleted vertices
lie at most 2 outside the resultant P. Actually, if v is abnormal in P (“vuw¿=2 or “vwu¿=2), v may
lie much farther than 2 outside the resultant P. We will discuss the abnormal cases in Section 5.1.
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1.1. Outline of our results
We present the following parallel robust algorithms on the EREW PRAM, where 
is the error unit of the primitive operations on our imprecise computational model:
(1) Finding a 4-upper bridge of two sets S1 and S2 with n points each, in O(log
2 n)
time using n processors (a line segment pq, p∈ S1 and q∈ S2, is a -upper bridge
of S1 and S2 if no points of S1 and S2 lie more than  above the line which passes
through p and q. For more details, see the related de0nitions in Section 3).
(2) Constructing a convex 10-hull of n points in O(log3 n) time using n processors.
(3) Constructing an -strongly convex (6 + 10)-hull of a convex n-gon in O(log n)
time using n processors.
All these algorithms are important and have their own applications. From results (2)
and (3), we can construct an -strongly convex (6+20)-hull of n points in O(log3 n)
time using n processors with imprecise computations. The error unit  depends on the
implementation of the primitives. We show that when using rounded arithmetic, our
algorithm constructs an -strongly convex (6 + 216
√
2)-hull ( is a rounded unit).
A special case is using exact arithmetic in which arises no error. In this case, we
construct an -strongly convex 6-hull of S, in O(log n) time using n processors, by
0rst computing the convex hull of S [1], and then using our result (3).
We give the 0rst eJcient parallel robust method for constructing -strongly approxi-
mate hulls. Li and Milenkovic’s algorithm is essentially sequential, and Guibas, Salesin
and Stol0’s algorithm is not eJcient since it reduces the problem into some problem
on a graph with O(n3) edges. Our parallel method is based on divide-and-conquer.
Usually, the errors caused in recursive steps accumulate gradually. It means that the
ordinary divide-and-conquer yields ( log n) error units in the worst case. In this pa-
per, we use new techniques to prevent the error of one recursive step aLecting the
other steps. These techniques can be used to develop parallel robust algorithms for
other geometric problems.
Furthermore, our method implies an improved sequential algorithm. We improve
Guibas et al.’s algorithm and Li and Milenkovic’s algorithm even if we consider they
are correct in all cases. It is obvious that an -strongly 1-hull is more precise than
an -strongly 2-hull if 1¡2. Our algorithm is much more eJcient than Guibas
et al.’s. and much more precise than Li et al.’s (see Table 1). Both Guibas et al. and
we use general imprecise computational models, but we de0ne diLerent primitives. It
is diJcult to say which result is more precise between ours and Guibas et al.’s since
it depends on how the primitives are implemented. In general case, they are almost
close since at least they have the same -part.
2. Primitive operations
Let pq be the line segment connecting points p and q with the orientation from p
to q; |pq| denote the length of pq; l(pq) denote the straight line containing segment
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Table 1
A comparison with the previous sequential results
Algorithm Running time Processors Output
Our parallel algorithm O(log3 n) n -strongly convex (6 + 20)-hull or
-strongly convex (6 + 216
√
2)-hull
O(log n) n -strongly convex 6-hulla
Li et al.’s sequential algorithm O(n log n) -strongly convex (12 + 228
√
2)-hull
Guibas et al.’s sequential algorithm O(n3 log n) -strongly convex (6 + 7
)-hull
a When using exact arithmetic.
pq, and X (p) and Y (p) denote the x and y coordinates of point p, respectively.
We de0ne two primitive operations:
OPI computing d(z; pq), the signed distance from point z to line l(pq), where
d(z; pq) ¿0 if triangle zpq has counter-clockwise orientation, d(z; pq)¡0 if
it has clockwise orientation, or d(z; pq)= 0 if z; p and q are collinear, and
OPII computing sin((pq; p′q′)), where (pq; p′q′) equals the angular change while
turning l(pq) to l(p′q′) counter-clockwise around the intersection of l(pq) and
l(p′q′).
Usually, the slope of a line is de0ned by function tangent. To avoid large numerical
errors caused by tangent whose value may reach ∞, we use function sin to measure
the slope in this paper. Let points o=(0; 0) and o1 = (1; 0). We de0ne the slope of
line l(pq) to be slop(pq)= sin((oo1; pq)). The slope can be calculated by operation
OPII and it increases monotonically from −1 to 1 when (oo1; pq) changes from −=2
to =2. When  is very small, sin  is considered to be equal to . For convenience,
we use the notations (l1; pq); (pq; l1) and (l1; l2) which are equal to (p′q′; pq),
(pq; p′q′) and (p′q′; p′′q′′), respectively, where p′ and q′ are any two distinct points
on line l1 and p′′ and q′′ are any two distinct points on line l2.
Assuming that 1¿0 and $¿0 are the error units caused by operations OPI and
OPII, respectively, inequalities |d(z; pq) − (d(z; pq))I| 6 1 and |sin((pq; p′q′)) −
(sin((pq; p′q′)))I|6 $ hold, where the subscript I denotes the imprecise computa-
tions. Obviously, for operation OPI, if (d(z; pq))I 6 d then d(z; pq)6 d+ 1 and if
(d(z; pq))I ¿ d then d(z; pq)¿ d− 1; furthermore, if (d(z; pq))I − (d(u; vw))I 6
d then d(z; pq) − d(u; vw) 6 d + 21 and if (d(z; pq))I − (d(u; vw))I ¿ d then
d(z; pq)−d(u; vw)¿ d−21. The similar inequalities also hold for operation OPII. We
de0ne a general error unit = max{1; 2}, where 2 = $T and T is a bound on the
magnitude of the coordinates of the inputs, i.e., T= max{|X (p)|; |Y (p)| |p is the point
of any possible input}. The meaning of 2 is easily understood: given three points a; b
and c in clockwise order, if |sin((ac; ab))| 6 $; |d(b; ac)|= |sin((ac; ab))| |ab| 6
$|ab| 6 $T; that is, 2 represents the distance error caused by $. Except operations
OPI and OPII, we also use comparison operation. As most related researches, we as-
sume that a pure comparison operation causes no numerical error (in fact, if necessary
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we can de0ne an error unit for comparison operation and analyze the algorithms without
any essential diJculty).
Let P be a convex polygon, and u, v and w be any three contiguous vertices of P
listed clockwise. Vertex v is -convex in P if d(v; uw) ¿ 2. It is easily seen that if
each vertex of P is -convex, then P is -strongly convex.
In Li and Milenkovic’s algorithm [9], they use rounded Eoating point arithmetic with
a B-bit mantissa and de0ne =2−BT as the error unit. The following lemma gives
the relationship between our error units and theirs.
Lemma 1 [Li and Milenkovic, 9]. When using B-bit :oating point arithmetic, 1 6
16
√
2 and 2 6 8
√
2.
3. Finding -bridges of point sets
Let S; S1 and S2 be sets of points in the plane. Sets S1 and S2 are separated if there
is a straight line such that the points of S1 and S2 are located on diLerent sides of the
line. Without loss of generality, we assume that the straight line is vertical. S1 is on
the left of S2 if X (p)6 X (q) for any p∈ S1 and any q∈ S2. Given a segment pq in
the plane with X (p) ¡ X (q), we use S(pq) to denote the subset of S whose points
lie above the line l(pq). Let lp and lq be the vertical lines passing through p and
q, respectively. Lines lp and lq divide S(pq) into three subsets: SL(pq), SM (pq) and
SR(pq) which consist of the points lying to the left of lp, between lp and lq (including
the points lying on lp and lq), and to the right of lq, respectively. In the rest of the
section, we assume that S1 and S2 are separated, S1 is on the left of S2, and S = S1∪S2.
A line l is the upper bridge of S1 and S2, if l passes at least one point of each
of S1 and S2 such that no point of S1 and S2 lies above l. We generalize it in the
following de0nition.
Denition 1. (1) Line l is a -upper support line of S1, if l passes through at least
one point of S1 and any point of S1 located above l lies at most  away from l.
(2) Line l(pq) is a -upper bridge of S1 and S2, if points p∈ S1 and q∈ S2, and l(pq)
is a -upper support line of both S1 and S2.
(3) A -upper bridge l(pq) of S1 and S2 is *-bounded, if (i) sin((uq; pq)) 6 * for
each u∈ SL(pq), and (ii) sin((pq; pu))6 * for each u ∈ SR(pq) (Fig. 1).
A -upper bridge of S1 and S2 is denoted as UB(S1; S2; ) and a *-bounded -upper
bridge of S1 and S2 is denoted as BUB(S1; S2; ; *), Obviously, the UB(S1; S2; 0) or
the BUB(S1; S2; 0; 0) is the upper bridge of S1 and S2, and a BUB(S1; S2; 1; *1) is
a BUB(S1; S2; 2; *2) if 1 6 2 and *1 6 *2. We can de0ne -lower support line,
-lower bridge, and bounded by * -lower bridge similarly, if we replace the word
“upper” with “lower” in De0nition 1. In the following, we discuss the upper ones
only, since the lower ones can be considered symmetrically.
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Fig. 1. A -upper bridge of S1 and S2 bounded by *.
Fig. 2. The de0nition of point u∗ and line L.
Let |S| (= |S1| + |S2|)= n. The following procedure FindBridge-Or-DeletePoints
(S1; S2) either 0nds a segment pq such that l(pq) is a BUB(S1; S2; ; 4$), where
= max{1 + 32; 42}, or deletes about n=4 points of S which lie properly under the
BUB(S1; S2; 0; 0). Since the points constitute the BUB(S1; S2; 0; 0) are never deleted,
we can 0nally 0nd l(pq) by calling the procedure O(log n) times.
Procedure. FindBridge-Or-DeletePoints(S1; S2)
Step 1: If S1 = {p} and S2 = {q}, then l(pq) is the BUB(S1; S2; 0; 0). This com-
pletes the procedure. Else do the following steps.
Step 2: Decide whether deleting points of S or @nding a BUB(S1; S2; ; 4$) (Fig. 2)
(1) Find point u∗ and line L such that L is a 1-upper support line of S passing through
u∗ as follows. Construct 	n=2
 pairs e=(p; q), where X (p)6 X (q), by matching
every two points of S in any way (if n is odd, the last point is matched twice).
Let E denote the set of these pairs. Use operation OPII to compute (slop(e))I
for each e∈E, and then 0nd segment e∗ such that M =(slop(e∗))I is the me-
dian of {(slop(e))I | e∈E}. Use operation OPI to compute (d(u; e∗))I for each
u∈ S, and then 0nd point u∗ such that (d(u∗; e∗))I= max{(d(u; e∗))I | u∈ S}.
Let L be the line passing through u∗ with slope M .
We assume that u∗ ∈ S1. The case that u∗ ∈ S2 can be treated symmetrically by
exchanging the roles of the sets P and Q, the points p and q; p∗ and q∗, and Qp
and Qq in the following, respectively.
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Fig. 3. The de0nition of p∗; q∗; Qp and Qq.
(2) Use operation OPII to compute (slop(u∗q))I for each q∈ S2, and then let Q=
{q | q∈ S2 and (slop(u∗q))I ¿ M−2$} (i.e., for each q∈Q; slop(u∗q)¿ M−3$
holds which means that sin((u∗q; L)) 6 3$ if q lies under L). If Q is empty
execute Step 3; else 0nd q∗ in Q such that q∗ has the largest x coordinate (Fig. 3)
and then execute Step 4.
Step 3: Delete one fourth points of S
Find E′= {e=(a; b) | (a; b)∈E and (slop(e))I ¿ M} and delete point a
from S for each e=(a; b)∈E′. This completes the procedure.
Step 4: Find a BUB(S1; S2; ; 4$) (Fig. 3)
Use operation OPII to compute (slop(pu∗))I for each p∈ S1. Find p∗ such that it
has the smallest x coordinate in P= {p |p∈ S1, X (p)¡X (u∗) and (slop(pu∗))I 6
M + $} (i.e., for each p in P; slop(pu∗)6 M + 2$ that means sin((L; pu∗))6 2$
if p lies under line L). If P is empty, set p∗= u∗. Use operation OPII to compute
(slop(p∗q∗))I.
Case 1: (slop(p∗q∗))I 6 M .
Use operation OPII to compute (sin((p∗q∗; p∗q)))I for each q∈ S2. Find U = {q | q
∈ S2; X (q)¿ X (q∗) and (sin((p∗q∗; p∗q)))I ¿ $} and 0nd Qq such that (sin((p∗q∗;
p∗ Qq)))I= max{(sin((p∗q∗; p∗q)))I | q∈U}. If U is empty set Qq= q∗. Output line
l(p∗ Qq). This completes the procedure.
Case 2: (slop(p∗q∗))I¿M .
Using operation OPII to compute (sin((pq∗; p∗q∗)))I for each p∈ S1. Find V = {p |
p∈ S1; X (p)6 X (p∗) and (sin((pq∗; p∗q∗)))I ¿ $}. Find Qp such that (sin(( Qpq∗;
p∗q∗)))I= max{(sin((pq∗; p∗q∗)))I |p∈V}, if V is empty set Qp=p∗. Output line
l( Qpq∗). This completes the procedure.
Lemma 2. Procedure FindBridge-Or-DeletePoints (S1; S2) either @nds a BUB(S1; S2; ;
4$); where = max{1 +32; 42}; or deletes at least n=4 points of S = S1 ∪ S2 prop-
erly under the BUB(S1; S2; 0; 0); in O(log n) (n= |S1|+ |S2|) time using n processors
with imprecise computations in the EREW PRAM.
Proof. Step 2(1) of the procedure 0nds line L which passes through point u∗ with
slope M . Line L is a 1-upper support line of S, since u∗ is the uppermost point from
line l(e∗) with an error 1 which is caused by computing (d(u; e∗))I.
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Step 2(2) 0nds Q, a subset of S2. We prove that the lemma holds when Q is
empty. If Q is empty then the number of the points deleted in Step 3 is at least
	n=4
 from the de0nitions of E and E′. We prove that all these deleted points lie
properly under the BUB(S1; S2; 0; 0). If point a∈E′ is not under the BUB(S1; S2; 0; 0)
properly, it must lie on the BUB(S1; S2; 0; 0), since no point of S can lie above the
BUB(S1; S2; 0; 0) from the fact that the BUB(S1; S2; 0; 0) is the upper bridge of S1
and S2. Without loss of generality, let a∈ S1. The case that a ∈ S2 can be considered
similarly. There is at least one point b∗ ∈ S2 such that l(ab∗) is the BUB(S1; S2; 0; 0)
from the existence of the BUB(S1; S2; 0; 0) (Fig. 2). Since ab∗ is the upper bridge of
S1 and S2, segment ab∗ must be above segment u∗b∗. Thus, slop(ab∗)6 slop(u∗b∗).
On the other hand, (slop(u∗b∗))I¡M − 2$ else b∗ would belong to Q and Q would
be not empty. Therefore, slop(u∗b∗)¡M − $. Thus, slop(ab)6slop(ab∗)6slop(u∗b∗)
¡M − $ which means that (slop(ab))I¡M . It contradicts the assumption that
(a; b)∈E′.
In the following, we assume that Q is not empty. We prove that Step 4 0nds a
BUB(S1; S2; ; 4$). We only consider Case 1, since the proof for Case 2 is symmetrical.
From the de0nition of Qq, either Qq= q∗ or Qq lies above l(p∗q∗), that is, segment p∗ Qq
lies above segment p∗q∗. We use De0nition 1 to show that the line l(p∗ Qq) obtained
in Case 1 of Step 4 is a BUB(S1; S2; ; 4$). First we show that l(p∗ Qq) is 4$ bounded
as follows:
(1) We prove that sin((p∗ Qq; p∗v))62$ for each v∈ SR(p∗ Qq) (Fig. 3).
Inequality sin((p∗q∗; p∗v))62$ must hold else v would be selected as Qq from
the conditions that sin((p∗q∗; p∗v))I¿$ and v lies to the right of Qq. Therefore,
sin((p∗ Qq; p∗v))6 sin((p∗q∗; p∗v))62$.
(2) We prove that sin((v Qq; p∗ Qq))64$ for each v∈ SL(p∗ Qq) (Fig. 4).
It is easily seen that point v must lie under line L, else v would be selected as p∗
from the conditions that slop(vu∗)6M , i.e., (slop(vu∗))I6M + $, and v lies in the
left of u∗.
First we assume that Qq lies above L (Fig. 4(i)). In this case, slop(u∗ Qq)¿M , therefore,
(slop(u∗ Qq))I¿M − $. Point Qq must be already selected as q∗ from the facts that
(slop(u∗ Qq))I¿M − $ and Qq lies at the right of q∗. On the other hand, according to
the condition of Case 1 (slop(p∗q∗))I6M , that is, slop(p∗ Qq) (= slop(p∗q∗))6M+$.
Thus, sin((L; p∗ Qq))6$. Since v lies under L, sin((v Qq; p∗ Qq))6 sin((L; p∗ Qq))6$.
Now we assume that Qq lies under L. Point p∗ must also lie under L since v lies
under L and above l(p∗ Qq). When slop(p∗ Qq)6M (Fig. 4(ii)), (v Qq; p∗ Qq)6(v Qq; L)
6(u∗ Qq; L)6(u∗q∗; L). Therefore, sin((v Qq; p∗ Qq))6 sin((u∗q∗; L))63$ from the
de0nition of q∗. When slop(v Qq)¿M (Fig. 4(iii)), (v Qq; p∗ Qq)6(L; p∗ Qq)6(L; p∗u∗).
Therefore, sin((v Qq; p∗ Qq))6 sin((L; p∗u∗))62$ from the de0nition of p∗. When M6
slop(p∗ Qq) and slop(v Qq)6M (Fig. 4(iv)), (v Qq;p∗ Qq)= (v Qq;L)+(L; p∗ Qq)62(L; u∗p∗)
Therefore, sin((v Qq; p∗ Qq))62 sin((L; u∗p∗))64$.
(3) Finally, we prove that l(p∗ Qq) is a -upper bridge of S1 and S2, where =
max{1 + 32; 42}, that is, we prove that d(v; p∗ Qq)6 for each v∈ S(p∗ Qq)
(Fig. 3).
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Fig. 4. The case of v∈ SL(p∗ Qq).
For each v∈ S(p∗ Qq), d(v; L)61 holds since L is a 1-upper support line of S. If
p∗ lies under L then |d(p∗; L)|6| sin((L; p∗u∗))|T62$T=22. If Qq lies under L
then |d( Qq; L)|6| sin((u∗ Qq; L))|T6 3$T=32.
(i) First we consider the case that v∈ SM (p∗ Qq). If segment p∗ Qq lies above L, then
|d(v; p∗ Qq)|6|d(v; L)|61. If segment p∗ Qq lies under L or intersects with L, then
|d(v; p∗ Qq)|6|d(v; L)|+max{|d(p∗; L)|; |d( Qq; L)|}61 +32. (ii) Next we consider the
case that v∈ SR(p∗ Qq). From the conclusion of (1), |d(v; p∗ Qq)|6| sin((p∗ Qq; p∗v))|T6
2$T=22. (iii) Finally, we consider the case that v∈ SL(p∗ Qq). From the conclusion
of (2), |d(v; p∗ Qq)|6| sin((v Qq; p∗ Qq))|T64$T=42.
In the procedure, the maximum, the minimum and the median computations can be
executed in O(log n) time using n processors [4]. The other operations can be simply
executed in O(1) time using n processors.
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Theorem 1. Let S1 and S2 be two separated sets with n1 and n2 points; respectively.
A BUB(S1; S2; ; 4$); where =max{1 + 32; 42}; can be computed in O(log2 n)
(n=n1 + n2) time using n processors with imprecise computations in the EREW
PRAM.
Proof. Let S = S1 ∪ S2. Using procedure FindBridge-Or-DeletePoints(S1; S2), we can
either 0nd a BUB(S1; S2; ; 4$) or remove n=4 points of S1 ∪ S2 under the BUB(S1; S2;
0; 0). Since the BUB(S1; S2; 0; 0) exists and the endpoints of the BUB(S1; S2; 0; 0) are
never removed, we can 0nally 0nd a BUB(S1; S2, , 4$) by calling the procedure
FindBridge-Or-DeletePoints at most O(log n) times.
4. Constructing a convex approximate hull of points
Let S be a set of n points in the plane, and u and v be its leftmost and rightmost
vertices. Line l(uv) divides the convex hull of S into two parts: the upper hull above
l(uv) and the lower hull under l(uv). We sort S in x coordinate in O(log n) time
using n processors [4], then use the following algorithm MakeConvexUpperHull(S)
to construct a convex ′-upper hull of S, where ′ = max{1 + 92; 102}, such that
it contains the leftmost point u and the rightmost point v of S. Symmetrically, we
can 0nd a convex ′-lower hull of S such that it contains u and v also. Putting them
together, we have a convex ′-hull of S.
Algorithm. MakeConvexUpperHull(S)
Input: S =(u1; u2; : : : ; un), a sequence of n points in the plane sorted by x coordinate
in increasing order.
Output: A convex -upper hull of S, where ′=max{1+92; 102}, which contains
the leftmost point u1 and the rightmost point un of S.
Step 1: Divide S into two separated subsequences S1 = (u1; u2; : : : ; un=2) and S2
= (un=2+1; un=2+2; : : : ; un). Find a BUB(S1; S2; ; 4$) with Theorem 1 and let it be
l(usut), where =max{1+32; 42}, and us ∈ S1 and ut ∈ S2. Let S1 = (u1; u2; : : : ; us)
and S2 = (ut ; ut+1; : : : ; un), where S1 is a pre0x of S1 and S2 be a suJx of S2.
Step 2: Recursively construct F1 and F2, the convex -hulls of S1 and S2, respec-
tively, in parallel. Notice that F1 contains u1 and us, and F2 contains ut and un.
Step 3: Use OPII to compute set B1 = {u | (sin((usut ; uut)))I¿5$; u ∈ F1} (there-
fore, sin((usut ; uut))¿4$) and 0nd the rightmost vertex ua of B1 (Fig. 5). Similarly,
compute B2 = {u | (sin((usu; usut)))I¿5$, u ∈ F2} (therefore, sin((usu; usut))64$)
and 0nd the leftmost vertex ub of B2. Let u∗ be the right neighbor of ua in F1 and u∗∗
be the left neighbor of ub in F2, and let F1 be the left part of F1 from u1 to u∗ and F2
be the right part of F2 from u∗∗ to un. Concatenate F1; u∗u∗∗ and F2 and denote it as
F . The resultant polygon F is a convex -upper hull of S which contains the leftmost
point u1 and the rightmost point un of S.
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Fig. 5. Merging two convex approximate hulls with an approximate bridge.
Theorem 2. Let S =(u1; u2; : : : ; un) be a sorted sequence of points in the plane. We
can construct a convex ′-upper hull of S; where ′=max{1+92; 102}; which con-
tains the leftmost and the rightmost vertices of S by algorithm MakeConvexHull(S)
in O(log3n) time using n processors with imprecise computations in the EREW PRAM.
Proof. Let us consider Algorithm MakeConvexUpperHull(S). We prove by induction
that F obtained by concatenating F1, u∗u∗∗ and F2 is a convex ′-upper hull of S if
F1 and F2 are convex ′-upper hulls of S1 and S2, respectively. First we show that F
is convex. For any vertex v of F and its left neighbor u and right neighbor w, v is
convex if d(v; uw)¿0. F is convex if all its vertices are convex. Obviously, u1 and
un are convex, and any other vertex of F except u∗ and u∗∗ is convex since its left
and right neighbors belong to the same convex polygons F1 or F2. In the following,
we prove that u∗ and u∗∗ are also convex. Note that the left and the right neighbors
of u∗ are ua and u∗∗, and those of u∗∗ are u∗ and ub, respectively. We consider the
following cases.
(1) Both vertices u∗ and u∗∗ are under line l(usut).
Let F ′ be the polygon consisting of F1, u∗us, usut , utu∗∗ and F2. Both F1 and F2
are convex and lie under line l(usut) and convex, therefore, F ′ is convex. F is a
sub-polygon of F ′, thus, F is also convex.
(2) At least one of u∗ and u∗∗ is above line l(usut).
Without loss of generality, assume d(u∗; usut)¿d(u∗∗; usut). Vertex u∗ must lie
above l(usut). Let l be the line parallel to l(usut) passing through u∗. Vertex u∗∗
lies under l. Vertex ua lies under l also since it lies under l(usut) from its de0nition.
Therefore, d(u∗; uau∗∗)¿0, that is, u∗ is convex in F . Next we prove vertex u∗∗
is also convex. Vertex u∗∗ lies above line l(utub) since ub, u∗∗, and ut are con-
tiguous in F2 and F2 is convex. Segment utub must lie above segment u∗ub, else
sin((u∗ub; usut))¡ sin((u∗ut ; usut)), therefore, 4$6 sin((usub; usut))¡ sin((utub; us
ut))¡ sin((u∗ub; usut))¡ sin((u∗ut ; usut))64$ (the last inequality comes from the
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fact that usut is a BUB(S1; S2; ; 4$)). Thus, d(u∗∗; u∗ub)¿0 which means that u∗∗ is
convex in F .
Now we prove that F is a ′-upper hull of S. We use D(x; P)=min{|xp|; p is the
point on the boundary of P} to denote the distance from point x to convex polygon
(or convex polygonal chain) P. Let lu∗ and lu∗∗ be the vertical lines passing through
u∗ and u∗∗, respectively. We divide S into three subsets: SL, SM , SR whose points lie
on the left of lu∗ , between lu∗ and lu∗∗ , and on the right of lu∗∗ .
Case 1: u∈ SL and u lies above F1.
D(u; F)=D(u; F1)6′ since F1 is a convex ′-hull of SL.
Case 2: u∈ SR and u lies above F2.
D(u; F)=D(u; F2)6′ since F2 is a convex ′-hull of SR.
Case 3: u∈ SM and u lies above segment u∗u∗∗.
Since l(usut) is a BUB(S1; S2; ; 4$); |d(u; usut)|6 holds, where =max{1+32;
42}. If u∗ is under l(usut), (sin((u∗ut ; usut)))I65$ holds else u∗ would be selected
as ua from the de0nition of ua. Therefore, |d(u∗; usut)|66$T662. Similarly, If u∗∗
is under l(usut), |d(u∗∗; usut)|662 holds. We consider the following subcases:
(i) Both u∗ and u∗∗ lie above l(usut). In this case D(u; F)= |d(u; u∗u∗∗)|6|d(u; usut)
|6=max{1 + 32, 42}.
(ii) u∗ is above l(usut) and u∗∗ is under l(usut). In this case, D(u; F)= |d(u; u∗u∗∗)|6
|d(u; usut)|+ |d(u∗∗; usut)|6max{1 + 32; 42}+ 62 =max{1 + 92; 102}.
(iii) u∗ is under l(usut) and u∗∗ is above l(usut). It is the symmetrical case of (ii).
(iv) Both u∗ and u∗∗ are under l(usut). In this case, D(u; F)= |d(u; u∗u∗∗)|6|d(u; usut)
| + max{|d(u∗; usut)|; |d(u∗∗; usut)|}6max{1 + 92; 102} .
F is constructed by recursively computing F1 and F2 in parallel. In each recursive step,
a BUB(S1; S2; ; 4$), where =max{1 + 32; 42}, is found in O(log2 n) time using
n processors by Theorem 1, and the other work such as 0nding B1; B2; ua and ub can
be done in O(log n) time using n processors. Therefore, F can be found in O(log3 n)
time using n processors.
5. The ridge-pieces technique and strongly convex approximate hulls
In this section, we construct an approximate hull of a convex polygon P which is
almost -strongly convex, and then revise it to be completely -strongly convex. We
0rst explain the method for exact arithmetic, and then generalize it to the method for
imprecise computations.
5.1. Method for exact arithmetic
To make a convex polygon P strongly convex, our policy is to delete vertices
which are not convex enough. Given three contiguous vertices u, v and w of P listed
clockwise, we call u and w the left neighbor and the right neighbor of v, respectively.
Recall that v is -convex if d(v; uw), the distance from v to line l(uw), is at least 2.
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Fig. 6. Normal and abnormal vertices.
The vertices which are not -convex are called -:at. Vertex v is normal in P if
angle “vuw6=2 and angle “vwu6=2, else it is abnormal. If “vuw¿=2, v is
left abnormal and if “vwu¿=2, v is right abnormal. Vertex v is normally -:at
if v is normal and -Eat. Recall that D(x; P) denotes the distance from point x to
P. Especially, D(x; (u; v)) denotes the distance from point x to segment uv. If v is
normal, D(v; (u; w))=d(v; uw). But if v is abnormal, D(v; (u; w))=min{|vu|; |vw|} and
D(v; (u; w)) may be larger than 2 even if v is -Eat (Fig. 6(i)). In our algorithm,
we delete -Eat vertices from convex polygon P to make P strongly convex. But we
only delete normal ones since deleting abnormal ones would make them lie too far
from the resultant polygon (Li et al.’s algorithm [9] and Guibas et al.’s algorithm [6]
consider only the normal cases, therefore, their results may not hold for the abnormal
case). The following lemma holds obviously.
Lemma 3. Let P be a convex polygon (or convex polygonal chain). (i) There exist
at most two abnormal vertices in P. (ii) If vertex v is left (or right) abnormal and
its left (right) neighbor is -convex then v is -convex (Fig: 6(ii)).
We 0rst consider a convex polygonal chain F whose vertices are monotonic in both
x-axis and y-axis, which has the following good properties: every vertex is normal in
F , furthermore, for any three vertices of u, v and w of F listed clockwise, v is normal in
triangle uvw, i.e., D(v; (u; w))=d(v; uw). Sometimes we treat F as a convex polygon
if we assume that a line segment exits between its 0rst and last vertices.
Denition 2. Let F be a convex polygonal chain whose vertices are monotonic in both
x-axis and y-axis, and let r(F) be a subchain of F . Chain r(F) is an -ridge-piece
of F if r(F) satis0es the following conditions: (i) the 0rst and the last vertices of
r(F) are the same as those of F , (ii) at least one -convex vertex exists in every three
contiguous vertices of r(F), where the 0rst and the last vertices of F are considered
as -Eat, and (iii) r(F) is a 2-hull of F (Fig. 7).
Given a convex polygon P=(p1; p1; : : : ; pn), we use P(p : : : q) to denote the sub-
chain of P which consists of the contiguous vertices of P from p to q in clock-
wise order. We revise P into an -strongly convex polygon as follows: (1) divide
P into four contiguous polygonal chains F1, F2, F3 and F4 at the extremes a, b, c
and d which have the minimum x-coordinate, the maximum y-coordinate, the
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Fig. 7. Ridge-piece.
maximum x-coordinate and the minimum y-coordinate, respectively, i.e., F1 =P(a : : : b),
F2 =P(b : : : c); F3 =P(c : : : d), and F4 =P(d : : : a), and 0nd -ridge-piece of each chain,
(2) concatenate these four -ridge-pieces into convex polygon P′ and then 0nd an
-strongly convex 4-hull of P′. Since P′ is a 2-hull of P, the 0nal result is an
-strongly convex 6-hull of P. Note that some Fi (16i64) may degenerate into one
vertex.
Lemma 4. Let F be a convex polygonal chain with m vertices which are monotonic
in both x-axis and y-axis. An -ridge-piece r(F) can be computed in O(log m) time
using m processors.
Proof. Let F =(u1; u2; : : : ; um) and w= um=2. Divide F into two subchains F1 = (u1;
u2; : : : ; um=2−1; w) and F2 = (w; v1; v2; : : : ; vm=2), where vi = um=2+i (16 i 6 	m=2
).
We prove the following proposition: given -ridge-pieces r(F1) and r(F2), an  ridge-
piece r(F) can be computed in O(1) time using m processors. If the proposition holds,
r(F) can be found by computing r(F1) and r(F2) recursively in parallel in O(log m)
time using m processors. Let r(F1)= (p1; p2; : : : ; ps) and r(F2)= (q1; q2; : : : ; qt) be
-ridge-pieces of F1 and F2, respectively. From De0nition 2, p1 = u1 and qt = um, and
ps= q1 =w. Concatenating r(F1) and r(F2), we get R=(p1; p2; : : : ; ps−1; w; q2; : : : ; qt).
We can easily see that R satis0es all the conditions as an r(F) except at the junc-
tion w there may exist three contiguous -Eat vertices J =(ps−1; w; q2) (Fig. 8(i)).
Let F ′=F(ps−1; : : : ; w; : : : ; q2), i.e., F ′ consists of the contiguous vertices of F be-
tween ps−1 and q2. If we can 0nd an -ridge-piece r(F ′) such that it contains at most
three vertices, i.e., r(F ′)= (ps−1; q2) or r(F ′)= (ps−1; w∗; q2), where w∗ is -convex in
r(F ′), we revise R to R′ by replacing J with r(F ′) in R. It is obvious that R′ is an r(F),
since (i) D(x; R′)6 2 for each vertex x∈F (to show this see that if x∈F(ps−1 : : : q2)
then D(x; R′)=D(x; r(F ′))6 2, if x∈F(p1 : : : ps−1) then D(x; R′)=D(x; r(F1))6 2
and if x∈F(q2 : : : qt) then D(x; R′)6 D(x; r(F2))6 2, (ii) in every three contiguous
-Eat vertices of R′ there exists at least one -convex vertex, and (iii) the 0rst and
the last vertices of R′ are the same as those of F . In the following, we show how to
0nd r(F ′).
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Fig. 8. Merging two -ridge-pieces.
If d(x; q2ps−1)6 2 for each vertex x∈F ′, then F ′′=(ps−1; q2) is an r(F ′) since (i)
F ′′ contains only two vertices, (ii) for each vertex x of F ′; D(x; F ′′)=d(x; ps−1q2)6
2, and (iii) the 0rst and the last vertices of F ′′ are the same as those of F ′. Otherwise,
there exists at least one vertex x such that d(x; ps−1q2)¿ 2. If d(w;ps−1q2)¿2; F ′′=
(ps−1; w; q2) is an r(F ′) since (i) F ′′ contains at most two -Eat vertices (w is -convex
in F ′′), (ii) for each vertex x of F ′, if x∈F(ps−1 : : : w) then D(x; F ′′)=D(x; (ps−1; w))
=d(x; ps−1w)=D(x; r(F1))6 2, and similarly, if x∈F(w : : : q2) then D(x; F ′′)6 2,
(iii) the 0rst and the last vertices of F ′ and F ′′ are the same. Now we assume that
d(w;ps−1q2)¡2. From the convexity, the vertices x of F ′ which satisfy the inequality
d(x; ps−1q2)¿ 2 are contiguous. Let X =(x1; x2; : : : ; xk) (k ¿ 1) be the sequence of
them (Fig. 8(ii)). Vertex w does not belong to X else d(w;ps−1q2) ¿ 2. If w lies
before x1, then F ′′=(ps−1; x1; q2) is a r(F ′) since (i) F ′′ contains at most two -Eat
vertices (x1 is -convex in F ′′), (ii) if x∈F(ps−1 : : : x1), D(x; F ′′)=d(x; ps−1x1) 6
d(x; ps−1q2) 6 2 since x does not belong to X , if x∈F(x1 : : : q2); D(x; F ′′)=
d(x; x1q2)6 d(x; wq2)=D(x; r(F2))6 2, and (iii) the 0rst and the last vertices of F ′
and F ′′ are the same. Similarly, if w lies after xk , then F ′′=(ps−1; xk ; q2) is an r(F ′).
Lemma 5. Let P=(p1; p2; : : : ; pn) be a convex polygon; and F1 =P(a : : : b); F2 =
P(b : : : c); F3 =P(c : : : d); and F4 =P(d : : : a) be four contiguous polygonal chains of
P; where vertices a; b; c and d have the maximum x-coordinate; the maximum
y-coordinate; the minimum x-coordinate and the minimum y-coordinate in P; re-
spectively. Let P′ be the convex polygon consisting of the vertices of -ridge-pieces
r(Fi) (1 6 i 6 4). Given P′; an -strongly convex 4-hull of P′ can be found in
O(log n) time using n processors.
Proof. P′ consists of the vertices of -ridge-pieces r(F1); r(F2); r(F3) and r(F4). Ob-
viously, the -convex vertices of r(Fi) (16 i 6 4) are still -convex in P′. We mark
it “already -convex”. According to the fact that -convex vertices of a convex polygon
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Fig. 9. Deleting normal -Eat vertices.
still remain -convex even if deleting some -Eat ones, we revise P′ into an -strongly
convex 4-hull by deleting the normal -Eat vertices. We do not delete abnormal
-Eat vertices, since deleting them may make them lie much more than 2 outside
the resultant P′. In P′ only the endpoints of Fi may be abnormal since the neighbors
of other vertices in P′ are the same as those in Fi. In the following, we assume that
P is big enough to contain a circle r inside with radius 2, else P is considered to be
too narrow to be revised into an -strongly convex one.
If no vertex has been marked in P′ (Fig. 9(i)) , each r(Fi) (16 i 6 4) consists of
at most two vertices. Therefore, P′ contains only three or four vertices. If P′ contains
three vertices, each vertex must be -convex, or P′ cannot contain the circle r. Now
let P′ contain four vertices. In this case, P′ has at most two -Eat vertices or P′ could
not contain the circle r. If its -Eat vertices are all abnormal, P′ is already -strongly
convex: if P′ has only one abnormal -Eat vertex it contradicts Lemma 3 and if P′ has
two abnormal -Eat vertices it contradicts the assumption that P′ can contain the circle
r. Now let P′ contain at least one normal -Eat vertex. If P′ has only the normal -Eat
vertices, we delete them to get an -strongly convex 4-hull of P′ (deleting one normal
-Eat vertex from P′ makes the deleted vertex lie at most 2 outside the resultant P′).
If P′ contains one abnormal -Eat vertex and one normal -Eat vertex, we delete the
normal one from P′. The abnormal one is still abnormal in the resultant P′, which
must be -convex from Lemma 3. In the following, we assume that P′ has at least one
marked vertex.
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We divide the unmarked vertices of P′ into the contiguous sequences: Q1; Q2; : : : ; Qk
such that xi and yi, the vertices directly before and after the 0rst and the last vertices
of Qi (1 6 i 6 k) are marked, respectively. If Qi contains no endpoints of r(Fj), it
contains at most two vertices, else it can contain at most six vertices (Fig. 9 (ii)(iii)).
We show a method which deletes the normal -Eat vertices of Qi for each i, in parallel,
and the deleted vertices lie at most 4 from the resultant Qi. Deleting vertices in a
convex polygon never makes abnormal vertices become normal and never makes -
convex ones become -Eat. Therefore, after revising all Qi; P′ is changed into a convex
polygon P′′ which does not contain normal -Eat vertex and the vertices of P′ lie at
most 4 far away from P′′.
Case 1: Qi contains at most two normal -Eat vertices. We show that Qi can be
revised into Q′i such that Q
′
i does not contain normal -Eat vertices, and the vertices
of Qi lie at most 2 outside of Q′i .
If Qi contains only one normal -Eat vertex, then we delete it to get Q′i . Obviously,
the deleted vertex lies at most 2 away from Q′i . Now we assume that Qi contains two
normal -Eat vertices u and v. If u and v are not contiguous in Qi, we delete u and v.
The resultant Q′i does not contain normal -Eat vertex, and the vertices of Qi lies at
most 2 away from Q′i . Now let u and v be contiguous. We cannot delete both u and
v since it would make the deleted vertices lie 4 away from the resultant Q′i . Let u lie
before v in Qi, let x be the neighbor of u lying before u, and y be the neighbor of v
lying after v. We consider the following situations. (i) Either u is abnormal in triangle
uxy or v is abnormal in triangle vxy. In the former situation u is -convex in Qi
according to Lemma 3 and we delete v to get Q′i ; in the latter situation v is -convex
in Qi according to Lemma 3 and we delete u to get Q′i . (ii) u is normal in triangle
xuy and v is normal in triangle xvy. In this case, if d(v; xy)¿ 2 we delete u to
get Q′i (then v is -convex in Q
′
i), if d(u; xy) ¿ 2 we delete v to get Q
′
i (then u is
-convex in Q′i), else we delete both u and v. Obviously, Q
′
i does not contain normal
-Eat vertex, and the deleted vertices lie at most 2 away from Q′i .
Case 2: Qi contains at most 0ve normal -Eat vertices (Fig. 9(ii)). We show that
Qi can be revised into Q′i such that Q
′
i does not contain normal -Eat vertices, and the
vertices of Qi lie at most 4 from Q′i .
Let u1; u2; : : : ; uk (k 6 5) be the normal -Eat vertices of Qi listed clockwise. We
delete u2i−1 (16 i 6 	k=2
) from Qi to get Q∗i . The deleted vertices of Qi lie at most
2 away from Q∗, since any two deleted vertices do not lie contiguously. At most two
normal -Eat vertices remain in Q∗i . According to Case 1, Q
∗
i can be revised into Q
′
i
such that Q′i does not contain normal -Eat vertex and the vertices of Q
∗
i lie at most
2 far away from Q′i . Therefore, the vertices of Qi lie at most 4 far away from Q
′
i .
Case 3: Qi contains six normal -Eat vertices (Fig. 9(iii)). We show that Qi can be
revised into Q′i such that Q
′
i does not contain normal -Eat vertices, and the vertices
of Qi lie at most 4 from Q′i .
Let u1; : : : ; u6 be its normal -Eat ones listed clockwise. According to the de0nition of
-ridge-pieces, u1 and u6 must be the vertices of some r(Fk), and u2; : : : ; u5 constitute
r(Fk+1); r(Fk+2) and r(Fk+3) (Fig. 9(iii) shows the case of k =1). By deleting u1; u3,
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and u6 from Qi, we get Q∗i . The vertices of Qi lie at most 2 far away from Q
∗
i ,
since any two deleted vertices do not lie contiguously. We revise Q∗i as follows. If
u4 becomes -convex or abnormal in Q∗i , we delete u2 and u5 to get Q
′
i . Q
′
i does not
contain normal -Eat vertex, and the vertices of Q∗i lie at most 2 far away from Q
′
i ,
since u2 and u5 do not lie contiguously. Else u4 is still normal -Eat in Q∗i , then by
deleting u4, we get Q′i . The vertices of Q
∗
i lie at most 2 far from Q
′
i . Vertices u2 and
u5 must be abnormal in Q′i , since they are the endpoints of r(Fk) and all the vertices
of Q′i belong to r(Fk). Therefore, Q
′
i does not contain normal -Eat vertex and the
vertices of Qi lie at most 4 far from Q′i .
Therefore, P′ can be revised into convex polygon P′′ which consists of the vertices
of Q′i (16 i 6 4) such that P
′′ does not contain normal -Eat vertex and the vertices
of P′ lie at most 4 far away from P′′. There are at most two abnormal vertices in P′.
If they are not contiguous, then the neighbors of them are all -convex, therefore, they
are -convex from Lemma 3. If they are contiguous, one must be right abnormal and
its right neighbor is -convex, and another must be left abnormal and its left neighbor
is -convex, therefore, both of them are -convex from Lemma 3.
The following theorem comes from Lemmas 4 and 5.
Theorem 3. An -strongly convex 6-hull of a convex polygon with n vertices can be
found in O(log n) time using n processors in the EREW PRAM.
5.2. Method for imprecise computations
Now we implement the algorithms in Section 5.1 with imprecise computations. To
make convex polygon P -strongly convex we divided P into four chains and found
an -ridge-piece of each chain by using Lemma 4, and we concatenated the four ridge-
pieces into convex polygon P′ and revised P′ into P′′ such that P′′ is an -strong
convex 4-hull of P′ by using Lemma 5. In both lemmas we delete only the normal
-Eat vertices.
In Lemma 4, the vertices are always normal, where only primitive operation OPI is
used to determine whether a vertex is -convex. From the de0nition of 1, for any three
points z; p and q, if d(z; pq)¿ 2+1; (d(z; pq))I ¿ 2 holds. Determining whether
d(z; pq)¿ 2 + 1 brings an adding error of 1. Therefore, replacing 2 by 2 + 21
wherever it appears in Lemma 4 assures that the imprecise version will generate an
(+ 1)-ridge-piece.
In Lemma 5, when deleting normal -Eat vertices, primitive operations OPI and
OPII are used. The former is used for determining whether a vertex is -convex, and
the latter is used for judging whether a vertex is abnormal. Let vertices u and w be
the right and the left neighbors of vertex v, respectively. If sin(“vuw + =2)¡0, or
sin(“vwu)+=2)¡0; v is abnormal, which means that if (sin(“vuw+=2))I¡−2, of
if (sin(“vwu+=2))I¡−2, then v is abnormal. When (sin(“vuw+=2))I ¿ −2
and (sin(“vwu + =2))I ¿ −2, we consider v is normal and we may delete it in
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our algorithm. In this case, sin(“vuw+ =2)¿ −22 and sin(“vwu+ =2)¿ −22,
which means that the deleted v may be abnormal, but fortunately, even if it is deleted
it lies at most 2 + 22 from segment uw. Therefore, replacing 2 by 2 + 21 + 22
wherever it appears in Lemma 5 assures that the imprecise version will still generate
an -strongly convex 4(+1 +2)-hull of P′. Therefore, the following theorem holds.
Theorem 4. An -strongly convex (6 + 61 + 42)-hull of a convex n-gon can be
computed in O(log n) time using n processors with imprecise computations in the
EREW PRAM.
The following Theorem 5 comes from Theorem 2 and Theorem 4, and Theorem 6
comes from Theorem 5 and Lemma 1.
Theorem 5. An -strongly convex (6 + max{71 + 132; 61 + 142})-hull (i.e.; an
-strongly convex (6 + 20)-hull) of n points can be constructed in imprecise com-
putations in O(log3 n) time using n processors in the EREW PRAM.
Theorem 6. An -strongly convex (6+ 216
√
2)-hull of n points can be constructed
using rounded arithmetic in O(log3 n) time using n processors in the EREW PRAM.
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